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THE NCC – LEADING
THE INDUSTRY
THE NCC’S MISSION
“That the NCC is the recognised and
respected, authoritative trade body for
the UK caravan industry, providing
leadership through a centre of expertise
offering support, products and services to
members for the successful evolution of their
business.”
The NCC (National Caravan
Council) is the UK trade body for the
tourer, motorhome, holiday and park
home industries. It covers all sectors
of that industry and operates across
the whole supply chain manufacturing, retailing, park
operations and the supply of
products and services.
The NCC, together with its
members and stakeholders, works
closely with government and
regulatory bodies to ensure that the
industry’s interests are promoted and
protected and its voice is heard.
NCC MEMBERSHIP
The NCC’s strength comes from the
breadth of its membership - it speaks
for over 800 member outlets. NCC’s
membership represents around 90
per cent of UK-based production
of touring caravans, motorhomes,
caravan holiday homes and park
homes. Among its members are not
only the market leaders in caravan
manufacturing but also major players
in park operations and supplies to
the industry.
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“

£6bn
p.a. – industry
contribution to
UK economy

1m+
leisure vehicles
in use in
the UK

NCC membership is made up of:
Parks......................................... 52.7%
Supples & Services.................. 22.5%
Dealers..................................... 13.6%
Manufacturers........................... 7.6%
HCDS......................................... 3.4%
WORKING WITH THE INDUSTRY
The NCC aims to further the
industry’s development by setting
stringent standards. Members commit
to continuing to raise standards of
technical and commercial excellence,
and companies across all sectors
comply with a range of NCC Codes
of Practice. Through its Approved
schemes, the NCC aims to establish a
benchmark for industry best practice
and to encourage commitment to the
highest levels of customer service - see
pages 4 and 5.
The NCC provides a variety
of services for members, including
representation and lobbying – at
regional, national and European levels
– and a wide range of technical and
legal advice. Strategic Panels guide
each sector, and forums, seminars and
technical panels ensure an interchange
of ideas across the industry.
PRODUCT APPROVAL SCHEME
The NCC’s Product Approval Scheme
ensures leisure vehicles (tourers,
motorhomes, holiday homes) sold are
safe. Any leisure vehicle that carries
the NCC Approved badge complies
with all the industry construction

Trade sales of all caravan types are up 10 per cent (47,911 units in
2014 vs 52,607 units in 2015). The caravan market – from small
manufacturers to large park groups – has emerged from the
recession strengthened and invigorated, fuelled by a fantastic
product offering. John Lally, Director General
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regulations and standards current at
the time it left the manufacturer’s
factory. That independent reassurance
is invaluable to both retail businesses
and caravan buyers.
There are quite literally hundreds
of regulations and standards governing
leisure vehicles, many of which
are concerned with safety and not
covered under the Road Vehicle
Type Approval process. There is no
regulatory approval process (Type
Approval for Road Vehicles does not
cover habitation – the accommodation
parts of a caravan) for checking
compliance with these standards and
the legislation. Therefore the NCC
does this job, working with many
partners, to ensure the industry’s
products comply, and are safe.
‘The emphasis is on consumer safety and
the Scheme’s objective is to ensure the
UK leisure vehicle industry exceeds the
fundamental criteria for products to be safe.’
THE INDUSTRY’S CONTRIBUTION
• Each year, the caravan industry
contributes more than £6 billion to
the UK economy.
• Currently more than a million
leisure vehicles in use in Britain.
•Caravans are vital to the British
tourism industry. Over £1.8 billion
was spent on caravan holidays across
Great Britain in 2014. Just under 11
million trips were made and in the
region of 50 million nights spent in
caravans (of various types).

“

The design of our products, the
engineering and the construction, has
moved to a new level, in appearance,
usability and, most importantly, quality.
This emphasis on quality is no mistake;
our customers demand it. With an
increasingly discerning consumer, we
must deliver that. Colin Crewther, NCC Chairman

A vibrant year for the UK caravan industry…
…increasing interest in our industry from venture capitalists
‘Our international sales are up 34% in the last two years’
Leisure vehicle manufacturer

‘We have expanded our factory by 5,000m sq’
Motorhome manufacturer

‘…expansion to production facilities following unprecedented demand’
Caravan manufacturer

‘We have invested in new e-commerce and warehouse management
technology’
Supplier to the industry

‘Park Resorts is merging with rival Parkdean Holidays to create a £960m
camping and caravanning giant with 73 sites across the UK.’
City A.M.

QUOTES FROM NCC MEMBER COMPANIES: SWIF T; AUTO-TRAIL, COACHMAN; AND KINTECH
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THE NCC IN ACTION
DURING 2015
thus ensuring that the NCC brand is a
trusted sign of best practice.
Never standing still, the NCC
launched a number of new initiatives
in 2015 including:
• the innovative theft deterrent and
identification system for touring
caravans – VIN Chip (page 10)
• TowCheck, to help consumers and
dealers match car and caravan safely
and legally (page 11)
• the Verified Leisure Battery Scheme
to assist consumers to purchase the
correct product
• the Freedom to Go leisure vehicle
lifestyle promotional campaign which
it spearheads on behalf of the industry.
The NCC also organised the
two largest consumer caravan shows
in the UK, welcoming visitors from
all over the country in tens-ofthousands.
APPROVED SCHEMES
l Every NCC

Approved
scheme is
covered by
a specific
consumer Code
of Practice
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“

NCC MEMBERSHIP
The NCC is continuing the process
of introducing enhanced minimum
business standards as a core condition
of membership. Approved status (see
right) under the NCC’s Consumer
Code schemes is now a condition of
membership for Holiday Caravan
Distributors and the Holiday Parks
sectors. Building upon current
membership checks and requirements,
these schemes aim to reduce
business risk and increase consumer
confidence.
Upholding NCC Codes – a
benchmark for industry standards –
will become a fundamental part of
the NCC membership proposition,

NCC membership
is a trusted sign of
best practice
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800+
NCC members

130K
people
employed by
the industry

As part of the ongoing drive to raise
standards across the caravan industry,
the NCC has for several years been
developing its Approved Schemes,
all of which are covered by specific
consumer Codes of Practice.
Since their introduction, the
Schemes have gone from strength
to strength. They aim to improve
consumer protection and maintain
high standards across new/used tourer,
motorhome and holiday home sales
and aftersales activities. At the heart of
the independently monitored schemes
are Consumer Codes of Practice.
They aim to provide peace of mind for
consumers, reduce business risk and
promote industry best practice and
standards.
The NCC also runs Verified
Product schemes – Verified Leisure
Batteries, Verified Components
and Verified Accessories. More
information on this is available
at www.thencc.org.uk/the_ncc/
ourschemes.aspx

‘By being NCC Approved and
complying with the Codes, a member
demonstrates to customers that it makes
a conscious and tangible commitment
to treat customers fairly, provide greater
consumer protection and rights than
required by law and deliver high levels
of customer satisfaction.’
CONSUMER RIGHTS
On 1 October 2015 a new Consumer
Rights Act came into force and in
order to help members prepare, the
NCC published guidance, held a
forum in Uttoxeter and workshops
at The Lawns trade show in Hull.
The events were a great success with
around 180 delegates attending the
Uttoxeter event alone.
In addition, the NCC has been
working closely with the Department
of Business, Innovation and Skills
and Trading Standards to address the
impact of the Consumer Contracts
Regulations. The Regulations give
consumers enhanced cancellation
rights for contracts deemed to be made
‘off premises’ – there were concerns
that contracts made at the NEC
caravan shows would be subject to
these conditions.
The NEC home Trading
Standards Authority (Solihull) advised
the NCC that should contracts be
signed at the NEC by a Consumer
with an NCC Events exhibitor acting
as Traders in selling Leisure Vehicles,
then such a contract will be regarded
as having been made “on-premises.”
The NCC has gone on to engage
with Buckinghamshire & Surrey
Trading Standards and establish a
‘Primary Authority Coordinated
Partnership’. This enabled the NCC to
commission ‘Assured Advice’, which
confirms Solihull’s position, and
must be taken into account by other
local authorities when dealing with
that business e.g. addressing noncompliance.

“

NCC Events organises two of the
largest consumer shows in the UK –
both at the NEC

VERIFIED LEISURE BATTERY
SCHEME

With modern leisure vehicles featuring
more technology and electrical
appliances than ever before, consumers
need to be sure that any leisure battery
they buy is fit for purpose and will
perform as advertised. The NCC
launched a scheme to provide product
verification for batteries used in leisure
vehicles. Leisure vehicle member
manufacturers are encouraged to fit
NCC verified leisure batteries and
the Scheme already has many leading
leisure battery brands signed up.
Battery verification comes via
a comprehensive, industry leading,
testing process conducted by suitably
certified and audited test houses
with batteries verified, and labelled
accordingly, into three categories,
depending on their capacity and
intended purpose.
NCC EVENTS
Through its subsidiary, NCC Events
(NCCE), the NCC organises the third
and fifth largest consumer shows in
the UK – the Motorhome & Caravan
Show and the Caravan, Camping &
Motorhome Show. Both are held at
Birmingham’s NEC – the former in

October and the latter in February.
The shows’ ethos is that they are to
be events run ‘by the industry for the
industry’.
The February 2015 event
welcomed a record consumer audience
of 86,625, almost 2,500 more people
than the 2014 event. Just shy of
20,000 people visited the Show on the
Saturday alone. TV’s Ben Fogle and
Matt Baker opened the show, which
offered more than 350 exhibitors
across five halls, plus interactive
features and a popular Experts’
Theatre. This show aims to bring
new entrants into the leisure vehicle
and camping market and in 2015 an
inspirational Freedom to Go feature
area debuted. Exhibitors reported
strong sales across the six days and
many chose the event to launch new
products.
The October 2015 Motorhome
& Caravan Show is the UK’s leading
national, leisure vehicle launch
show. It drew 94,514 visitors, with
25,308 people through the doors on
the busiest day. The Show opened
with the setting of a new Guinness
World Record for the largest caravan
ever made from interlocking plastic
LEGO® bricks. Ex-World Superbike
Champion Carl ‘Foggy’ Fogarty and
TV presenter Matt Baker laid the
final bricks and declared the event
‘open’. Many NCC member exhibitors
reported record sales at the Show.
While the shows continue to be
‘sold out’ and to successfully deliver
against budget and key objectives, a
professional exhibitions consultant
with extensive experience has been
commissioned to review all systems
and procedures within the operation
of the business.
NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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THE NCC IN ACTION
DURING 2015
l Freedom to
Go is a long-term
market growth
campaign and is
supported by both
consumer Clubs

FREEDOM TO GO
Freedom to Go (F2G) was launched
in January 2015 as a long-term
market growth campaign to change
perceptions and build awareness of
the leisure vehicle proposition to
UK holidaymakers. The initiative is
supported by the industry and the two
major consumer Clubs.
One of its main objectives is to
entice a younger demographic to
consider leisure vehicles (tourers,
motorhomes and holiday homes) as
a holiday option, thus widening the
pool of prospective customers.
Fresh modern lifestyle-driven
imagery is used in the campaign,
supported by targeted aspirational
messaging aimed squarely at the
family-with-young-children market.
A blend of digital, press and PR
activity drives traffic to a dedicated
website freedomtogo.co.uk, designed
not just to inspire but to tackle
6
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382K

number of
F2G website
visits

20,902
opt-in contacts
in the F2G
database

16,707
members of
the social
community

negative pre-conceptions and outdated
prejudices.
In total 15 prime journalists
have been given the opportunity to
try leisure vehicles for themselves.
Added to this success, there have been
268 pieces of coverage in all, to a
combined audience of 153 million.
The campaign continues to
evolve: developing the website
offering and testing new promotional
activity in response to industry
feedback; partnering with nonindustry organisations and rolling out
new campaign messages to reach and
engage new audiences.
NCC TRAINING ACADEMY
The NCC Training Academy was
launched to provide the industry
with relevant, low-cost, unique allyear learning facilities. Its website
www.ncctraining.org.uk now offers
a wide range of programmes for

personal development and learning
enhancement. It is a UK Registered
Training Provider, working in all
regions of the UK.
The acquisition of the SkillsActive
– CITO portfolio extended its scope
to cover technical services training
and the NCC Training Academy
now provides a complete training
resource to meet servicing industry
requirements. It makes sure Approved
Workshop Scheme technicians trained
via the NCC Training Academy
meet the Scheme’s skills matrix, thus
ensuring competency.
• The first cohort of students
on the Caravan & Motorhome
Apprenticeship programme managed
by Emtec College, Nottingham, are
now in their second year and working
ahead of schedule. The demand is
ever-growing from colleges and
schools and from employers in this
apprenticeship and a forthcoming
marketing campaign will highlight the
advantages to industry.
• Under Park Learning &
Development, a complete park
management qualification will be
launched, consisting of eight separate
‘pick & mix’ modules.
• The NCC Training Academy is now
the exclusive training provider for
several major appliance manufacturers.

419
total number
of AWS
members

17%
increase in AWS
membership in
2015

59
Courses offered
by The NCC
Academy

increasingly important to maintain
the scheme’s integrity and ensure
compliance across the board. Each
Workshop has an annual assessment
by one of the Scheme’s team of
Independent Assessors, and required
improvements must be actioned.
During the year, AWS carried
out a review of both the Tourer and
Motorhome Habitation Annual
Service Check sheets, bringing them
in-line with the Service Technicians
Handbook & Standard Working
Procedure.
Striving to keep road users and
caravan owners safe, AWS and CRIS
joined forces to offer to create a new
process called CRiS Total Loss ReRegistration. All AWS workshops
are now able to carry out inspections
following the CRiS Total Loss Reregistration procedure and ultimately
advise CRiS of the roadworthiness of
the tourer.
l The NCC
Approved
Workshop
Scheme enjoyed
rapid membership
growth during
2015

APPROVED WORKSHOP SCHEME
The Approved Workshop Scheme
(AWS) is a joint enterprise between
the NCC, The Caravan Club and The
Camping and Caravanning Club. It
is the benchmark for motorhome and
touring caravan servicing.
In 2015, the Approved Workshop
Scheme saw 62 new member
workshops (35 mobile and 27 fixed)
and just eight leavers, bringing the
grand total to 419. This represents
a 17% increase in members and a
decrease in leavers from the previous
year. As numbers and interest in the
scheme continue to soar, it becomes

“

The Approved Workshop Scheme
is the benchmark for motorhome and
touring caravan servicing
NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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POLITICAL
SPOTLIGHT
In 2015 the NCC reached out to
more key politicians and policy
makers, making sure that the needs
of its members were represented
across the UK. In addition the NCC
held meetings with officials from
HMRC, the Department for Business
Innovation and Skills (BIS), the
Department for Communities and
Local Government, the Department
for Culture, Media and Sport,
the Department for Transport in
Westminster as well as with officials in
Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.

l Michelle Donelan MP (below centre)

dropped into the CRiS offices a week after
the company won the ‘Best Application of
Technology’ Award at the SWCCF (The
South West Contact Centre Forum) awards.
Ms Donelan was also updated on the new
VIN Chip scheme and the company’s plans
for expansion.

l Those at

the NCC’s
Parliamentary
briefing event in
February included
Mark Durkan, MP
for Foyle.

“

The NCC will
remain the voice
of the industry

l Ken Skates AM, Deputy Minister

for Tourism, met the NCC at
the Welsh Government offices.
The Minister was briefed on the
importance of the caravan industry to
the Welsh economy.

8
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l The NCC organised a visit to Southview Leisure Park and chaired

a meeting between Boston and Skegness MP, Matt Warman and
members of the local Caravan Park Watch scheme. The scheme is
a partnership between Lincolnshire police, holiday parks across the
county and other stakeholders who are working together to reduce
caravan crime.

l Jill Seymour MEP (right),

a member of the influential
Transport and Tourism
Committee, attended the
Motorhome & Caravan Show
at the NEC; she met exhibitors
and learnt more about the
work of the NCC.

l Three Yorkshire MPs visited The Lawns Show

in Cottingham at the invitation of the NCC. David Davis,
MP for Haltemprice and Howden; Diana Johnson, MP for
Hull North (pictured above, centre); and Graham Stuart
MP all learned about the huge contribution that the

caravan industry makes to the Hull and UK economy.

l Sir Gerald Howarth MP

visited NCC HQ and met
Director General John Lally
(left) to discuss the caravan
industry and NCC initiatives.

“

l The NCC engaged with MPs across

England, Wales and Scotland for
tourism week. Beverley and Holderness
MP Graham Stuart (above right)
visited East Yorkshire’s Sand le Mere’s
park which is undergoing a £6m
development (above). NCC distributor
member, Ideal Caravans, invited
Roberta Blackman-Woods MP (pictured
inset with the company’s director Linda
Spears) to their family owned business
near Durham.

In February the NCC organised a briefing event in Parliament
for MPs from across the UK. The event attracted 22 MPs
NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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TOURING CARAVANS: THE MOST POPULAR

“

One and a half million
people take holidays in
tourers each year, making
them crucial to the UK
tourism industry.

Tourers remain the most popular type
of leisure vehicle in the UK, with
more sold each year than any other
type of caravan. Over 95 per cent of
these are manufactured in the UK, the
largest market for tourers in Europe.
Manufacturers are continuing to
improve construction techniques,
ensuring vehicles are stronger and
lighter.
Approaching one and a half
million people take holidays in tourers
each year, making them crucially
important to the tourism industry,
particularly in rural areas.
Throughout the year, the NCC
instigated a number of initiatives
to ensure the safety, security and
successful promotion of touring
caravans in the UK.

550K

95%

UK

touring caravans
were in use in
2015

of these were
manufactured
in the UK

the largest market
for new tourers
in Europe

CRiS and VIN Chip
CRiS, the Central Registration &
Identification Scheme, which is owned
and operated by the NCC, is the national
register for the UK’s touring caravan
keepers – similar to the DVLA for motor
vehicles. The CRiS offices are open
24/7 and record thousands of caravan
ownership details each year. Every
holder receives a unique certificate that
proves ownership.
In 2015 the NCC carried out a
redevelopment of the CRiS scheme,
reviewing five key elements:
VIN vs secondary marking
Since the introduction of CRiS in 1992,
the scheme has been reliant on the
use of the VIN (vehicle identification
number). This unique 17-character
identifying code is used worldwide
– a vehicle’s fingerprint. The NCC

10
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decided to retain the VIN system as
law enforcement agencies rely on this
information to identify a vehicle.
Chemical etching and QR codes
VIN numbers used to be chemically
etched onto caravan windows, a
labour intensive and potentially
problematic system. New secure,
tamper evident labels have been
developed – each carries a QR (Quick
Response) code which links directly
to a caravan on the CRiS database,
enabling its identification by
smartphone.
RFID chip technology
Tourers have hidden RFID chips
embedded in their structure, helping
to identify them if stolen. The NCC
introduced a new design of chip with
a greater read range (up to 3 metres)

making it much more difficult to identify
the exact location of the chip.
The redesigned chip can hold more
data, and specific encryption software
ensures they can only be read and not
rewritten to.
Readers
The NCC invested in new state-ofthe-art readers for the police – lighter,
smaller, more durable and able to read
both the old RFID and new chips. Officer
training was also undertaken.
Branding
A new security brand sits alongside
CRiS, offering a powerful deterrent
to criminals. The above have been
introduced into 2016 model year
vehicles to make up the new VIN Chip
system.

LEISURE VEHICLES IN THE UK
Retail network sales of tourers
24,948

25,000

21,765

21,258

19,559

21,359

21,436

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

20,000

15,000

10,000

10,000

2010

Sales reported to NCC manufacturer members by their dealer networks

TowCheck

Technical focus

It is imperative when buying a
touring caravan that the vehicle can
tow the model, both safely and
legally.

The NCC is currently working together
with European partners, the British
Standards Institute and CEN on
updating the main habitation standard
for touring caravans (BSEN 1645
Part 1 Leisure Accommodation Vehicles
– Caravans - Habitation requirements
relating to health and safety).

Hence the NCC launched TowCheck
(www.towcheck.co.uk), its own
outfit matching service to provide
caravan dealers with a powerful,
low-cost and easy to use tool, and to
ensure consumers have access to the
best possible advice when buying a
caravan.
The system uses Vehicle Registration
Marks (VRMs) so searching a car/
caravan combination has no reliance
on knowing the exact car make
and model. It can generates lists
of suitable caravans for a given car
– potentially delivering millions of
car:caravan combinations.

This work is being overseen by the NCC
Touring and Motorhome Technical
Panel, ensuring that NCC members’
views are heard and considered within
the European committee.
Work is also ongoing to review
standards covering Gas Installations
and 12v Electrical Installations. It is
expected that the new revised standard
will be published in early 2017.
During 2015, the European Standard

BSEN 1646 Part 2 for leisure
accommodation vehicles – caravans –
user payload was withdrawn as it was
in conflict with the European Directive
on Masses and Dimensions for
vehicles.
The NCC therefore updated its
COP 304 Payloads for Touring Caravans
to ensure the Industry has a reference
document that provides clear guidance
for manufacturers, and ensures a
usable payload is provided for the
customer.
The NCC has developed its Leisure
Vehicle Electrical Installation,
Maintenance & Repair Guide for
Maintainers, a document that gives
basic advice on the installation and
repair of electrical systems on tourers
and motorhomes.

NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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WORKING TO BENEFIT THE
MOTORHOME INDUSTRY

“

Last year (2015) saw highly
encouraging signs for the motorhome
sector, with new registrations
increasing by 21 per cent.
The sector was lifted by investment
and wide-scale technological
innovation. Sales of all types of
motorhomes were buoyant, with the
campervan market being particularly
vibrant and specialist converters
reporting strong demand.
In 2015, the NCC achieved
formal recognition from DVLA as the
lead body for motorhome sector
registrations. This recognition
realised significant benefits for the
industry, and the NCC is now issuing
dedicated DVLA model codes to more
and more manufacturers. This will
ensure improved registration accuracy,
thus benefitting both the industry and
motorhome buyers.
Other initiatives to benefit the
motorhome – and tourer – sector
included the development of the
NCC Approved Dealer Scheme.

motorhomes
were in use in
2015

60%
of these were
manufactured
in the UK

UK

is the third
largest market
in Europe

There were buoyant sales of all
motorhomes but the campervan market
was particularly vibrant

l The NCC has assisted

members to achieve
ECWVTA, a system
allowing a vehicle design
to be ‘type approved’ for
sale, registration and entry
into service across all EU
member States

12
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The scheme embraces the respective
Tourer and Motorhome Consumer
Codes of Practice and establishes
an industry benchmark. Minimum
standards must be followed by
NCC Approved Dealerships when
selling new and used tourers/
motorhomes.
The number of member outlets
in the NCC’s Approved dealership
scheme grew significantly in 2015 by 44%. The increasing penetration
among major motorhome dealer
members has resulted in much better
representation and coverage nationally
for this sector.
During the year, the NCC
undertook the first major survey into
the operations of NCC member
dealers and their relationships with
manufacturers. This will provide the
industry with a benchmark and track
dealer satisfaction in core business
areas. Results showed that dealers rated
‘product image, design and innovation’
impressively at more than 4 out of 5.
However, dealers rated ‘warranty and
parts provision’ as a less satisfactory
aspect of their relationship with
manufacturers and the NCC will work
with the industry to improve this.

UK new motorhome registrations

Figures are supplied by DVLA and relate to all new vehicle registrations, including imports
10,572

7,315

10,000

8,733

8,000

7,265

7,734

7,425

2011

2012

2013

6,000
4,000
2,000

2010

Of particular concern to
motorhome dealers and manufacturers
was whether, under new Regulations,
a contract for sale of a leisure vehicle
concluded at a show/exhibition would
be an ‘off premises’ sale, thereby
presenting the buyer with enhanced
cancellation rights – indeed the
opportunity to freely return goods
within 14 days of delivery. The advice
which the NCC obtained (details on
page 5) is of great benefit to dealers
and manufacturers selling at NCC
Events’ shows, where for many
around 20% of their annual sales are
concluded.
The NCC continues to believe
that the high quality events run
by NCCE are of great benefit to the
motorhome sector, providing a fitting
setting in which to market these
premium products.
In addition to the NCC Product
Approval Scheme (see p2), the
NCC continues to be active in
supporting those small to medium size
manufacturers wishing to move away
from ‘Individual Vehicle Approval’
to European Whole Vehicle Type
Approval.
As this can be a daunting and
time consuming process, the NCC
aims to help member manufacturers
implement the systems and procedures
necessary to meet the requirements
of ‘Conformity of Production’ (CoP).
The NCC ensures all manufacturers
keep on top of any changes likely to

affect their type approval status, by
reviewing any legislative changes and
communicating them to members.
The NCC has been working with
HMRC on Government reforms
to VAT relief on substantially and
permanently adapted motor vehicles

2014

2015

for disabled wheelchair users.
The Government indicated that
any reforms are unlikely to be taken
forward until the Finance Bill 2017.
The NCC will feed in members’
views, as the legislation is likely to be
drafted in early 2016.

Technical focus
The NCC works in co-operation with the European caravan industry, through
the ECF (European Caravan Federation). The trade bodies are actively involved
in the amending of pan European Standards via the British Standard institute
(BSI) and the Central European Normalisation Organization (CEN). They make a
significant contribution to the development and practical harmonisation of relevant
international legislation and directives.
The European technical committee CEN TC 245 is currently reviewing several of
the European standards affecting manufacturers in the motorhome sector and
the NCC has been collating industry comments received ensuring that members’
views are considered by the Technical Committee when accepting any
amendments. It is hoped that the work relating to these amendments will be
completed during 2016 and the new revised standard published in late 2016 or
early 2017.
BS EN 1646 Part 1 Habitation requirements relating to health and safety (the
Standard to which motor caravans are manufactured) is currently being reviewed
under the process described above and, again, the NCC is acting as a conduit for
members’ observations.
As there was no European Standard or British Standard for the installation of fixed
LPG tanks and the NCC had identified a risk to the consumer, the NCC produced, in
consultation with the gas industry, a Code of Practice for NCC members (CoP 306).
Following further consultation, this has been revised and re-circulated and is being
considered as the baseline for a new British or European Standard.

NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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CARAVAN HOLIDAY HOMES AND
PARKS: MAINSTAY OF STAYCATIONS
With 19,000+ new homes despatched
to holiday parks, the industry had a
good year. This includes products
built to BS EN 1647 and units –
primarily lodges – built to BS 3632 (the
residential standard, see pages 16-17).
Park operators reported
‘staycations’ remain popular; the
Great Britain Tourism Survey
(2014 results below) for JanuaryOctober 2015 showed camping and
caravanning nights achieved an
increase of 7% in terms of both trips
and expenditure. The increase in the
number of nights spent (+10%) was
also encouraging.
There are more than 300,000
caravan holiday homes in use, the
vast majority sited on holiday parks.
These can be found in all non-urban
tourist destinations, where they make a
highly significant contribution to UK
tourism. The majority are owned by
private individuals, with around 55,000
owned by park operators and rented
out. Around 7 million holiday nights
are spent in caravan holiday homes each
year (owned and rented units).
During the year, the NCC made
its Approved Holiday Home
Ownership scheme compulsory for

“

300K+
holiday homes
in use in the
UK

7m

holiday nights
spent per
annum

16,872
BS EN1647
units produced
in 2015

holiday park members. It also moved
the promotion of the scheme up a
gear, with a concerted effort to ensure
maximum engagement from the
industry (more than 90% of pitches in
membership are now either Approved
or working towards Approval) and
energetic promotion to buyers.
The scheme covers the purchase
and sale of new and pre-owned
holiday homes and the agreement to
occupy a pitch on a holiday park. The
main principles of the Code are to:
• Treat consumers fairly
• Provide greater consumer protection
and rights than required by law
• Deliver high levels of customer
satisfaction
• Monitor customer satisfaction for
continuous improvement
• Ensure access to low cost
independent redress.
These commitments are valued by
consumers and give businesses an edge
over their competitors. The scheme
also benefits parks via:
• A framework to help the business
operate within the laws governing
consumer rights
• Advice on best practice guidelines to
improve efficiency and professionalism

By being NCC Approved, a park demonstrates
that it makes a conscious and tangible commitment
to protect customers’ interests
ALL TOURISM IN GREAT BRITAIN
Accommodation
type
All caravans
Touring caravans
Caravan holiday homes (rented)
Caravan holiday homes (owned)

GB trips
in 2014
(millions)
11.05
4.11
3.38
3.56

Nights
Total
spent 2014 spend 2014
(millions)
(billions)
38.0
£1.823
18.4
£0.629
15.4
£0.779
14.2
£0.415

The data above is taken from GB Tourist 2014 – the principal findings of the Great Britain
Tourism Survey (GBTS) which is jointly sponsored by VisitEngland, VisitScotland and Visit Wales
© August 2014
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• Equipping the business and
brand with a positive and powerful
marketing tool.
The NCC and scheme supporters
– which include the vast majority of
the foremost park operators in Britain
– firmly believe that this scheme will
have long term benefits for the industry.
With Government focusing on its
green agenda, and growing consumer
interest in energy efficiency, the NCC
judged an energy rating scheme
for holiday homes as imperative. A
simple Structural Thermal Rating
(STR) Scheme has been developed to
replace existing BS EN 1647 thermal
calculations. This will be used to
generate a rating for homes produced
after 1 January 2016; it will form part
of the NCC Product Approval process
and will rate the outer shell fabric
specification but will not consider the
appliances and systems installed therein.
HMRC policy has considered
that the supply of a veranda with a
caravan holiday home as liable to VAT
at 20%. However, the Upper Tribunal
held that this is incorrect and should
be subject to the same VAT rate as
the caravan, when sold as part of the
same transaction. The NCC has asked

Technical focus
NCC Code of Practice 501 (which provides for dual-ended drawbars and neutral
balance) was updated and approved by the NCC Caravan Holiday Home &
Residential Park Home Technical Committee. This Code provides a minimum
standard of good manufacturing practice for the manufacture of chassis, undergear,
wheels and tyres for caravan holiday homes and residential park homes.
There have been new proposals relating to EN 721 – safety ventilation
requirements. The European Committee for Standardization (CEN: TC 245/WG6)
has been presented with a proposal to treat caravan holiday homes with an area
greater than 25m² separately in EN 721. The UK industry proposes that, due to
their volume, a venting clause similar to that found in BS 3632 could be included, as
evidence from the British residential park home industry experience demonstrated
suitability.
See overleaf for information on the revised Guidelines of Good Practice:
Transportation, Siting and Commissioning of Caravan Holiday Homes and Park Homes
and Spread of Flame - Separation Distances.

experts for advice on how claims to
recover over paid VAT should be made
– albeit that HMRC could appeal.
The NCC is also in discussion
with HMRC’s VAT liability policy
team, to consider revised calculation
methods for removable contents of
holiday homes, some of which will be
zero rated following the ‘Colliangrove
decision’.

Caravan holiday homes (BS EN 1647 and BS 3632)
despatched to holiday parks
17,021

20,000

19,150
16,364

15,059

14,954

2012

2013

16,470

10,000

2010

2011

2014

2015
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PARK HOMES AND THE
RESIDENTIAL PARK INDUSTRY
during which time the NCC has
been in continual consultation
with manufacturers, the British
Standards Institute and other
stakeholders.
The new standard (BS3632:2015),
which was published on 30 November,
focuses on improvements in both
insulation and ventilation and
raises the bar significantly. Whilst
manufacturers are at liberty to start
producing units to the new standard
immediately, the industry’s request
for a 12-month transitional period has
been agreed. BS3632:2005 will be
withdrawn at the end of 2016.

The NCC works actively in the park
home sector. Park (‘mobile’) homes
are caravans for permanent residential
occupancy, sited on land with
permission to operate as a residential
park. They have their own specific
standards and legislation.
New standard: park homes are
constructed to British Standard
BS 3632. This Standard has been
the subject of extensive revision,

100K
park homes
in use in
the UK

2,200
residential parks
in UK

Energy Rating Scheme: mindful
that, firstly, park homes need to
compete with traditional housing and,
secondly, of the growing significance
of the green agenda, the NCC, in
association with manufacturers,
developed an energy rating scheme for
park homes. This enables consumers to
make an informed choice.
It will become a mandatory
component of the NCC Product
Approval Scheme for 2016, and will
rate not just the outer shell fabric
specification but also appliances.

Park homes factory despatches to
residential parks: 2010-2015
1,209

2,000

1,449
1,552

1,368

1,210

2012

2013

1,348

1,000

2010
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2011

2014

2015

Siting and commissioning guide:
siting twin unit park homes/lodges is
a complex procedure.
The NCC prepared a draft
generic industry guide, intended
for use in the absence of a specific
manufacturer’s instructions. The
revisions included a review of
the general health and safety and
additional guidance on appropriate
siting vehicles.
Spread of Flame - separation
distances: parks (both residential and
holiday) have for many years relied
upon the basic provision for separation
distances in model standards. Now
under the Regulatory Reform Fire
Safety Order, a park operator has to
carry out a Fire Risk Assessment.
In view of the array of cladding
products used by manufacturers,
each of which reacts differently
when subjected to heat, the NCC
is investigating a testing system for
cladding panels.
Acoustic Testing: BS 3632:2015
will require BS EN ISO 10140-2
accreditation of the sound reduction
index, and this will require acoustic
laboratory test certification.
The NCC has invited
manufacturers to join an industry
project on laboratory testing prior
to producing a future calculation
strategy.
BS 5482 part 1: The old standard
was replaced with BS 6891:2015
Specification for the installation and
maintenance of low pressure gas
installation pipework of up to 35 mm
(R1¼) on premises.

“

New park home legislation
The NCC continues to work with residential park owners to ensure that they are
compliant with the raft of new legislation which has hit the statute books in most of
the constituent parts of the UK recently.
A Park Home Working Group was established in England in 2015 in order to help
learn from the good and identify poor practice to raise standards across the sector.
The Minister-led group met twice and initiated a call for evidence, the results of
which helped to inform discussions ahead of a Ministerial submission in early 2016.
With a full review of the Mobile Homes Act (England) 2013 due in 2017, the NCC
will continue its close working relationship with the Department for Communities
and Local Government (CLG) and other stakeholders in order to promote members’
interests.
In Scotland the NCC responded to a consultation relating to draft model standards
for mobile home parks and awaits a Government response. In addition, towards
the end of the year, the Scottish Government also consulted on amendments to site
licensing under the Housing (Scotland) Act 2014 – this includes the introduction of
an interim manager in the event that a site licence is suspended due to breach. It also
includes proposed amendments to the maximum dimensions of a caravan to bring
these in line with those in the rest of the UK. The NCC will continue its discussions
with the Scottish Government in 2016.
A consultancy has been commissioned in Wales to undertake a research study
entitled: Economics of the Park Home Industry. This is the first major survey of the
economics of the industry in Wales since the Berkeley Hanover research in 2002. The
NCC has engaged with the research team from the outset and has been advised that
it intends to report back to the Housing Minister in Wales before the end of March
2016, ahead of the Welsh Assembly elections in May.
In Northern Ireland the NCC, as part of the Camping and Caravanning Forum for
Northern Ireland (CCFNI), has engaged with representatives from the Department
for Social Development who have been tasked with reviewing the Caravans Act (NI)
2011 before September 2016.

This is the primary UK standard
for smaller diameter low pressure
gas pipework installations, and it
has been extensively revised. The
NCC represented the industry
on the committee tasked with

producing the new standard; along
with the publication of the revised
British Standard BS 3632:2015 (see
above) it brings the standards for the
specifications of park homes right up
to date.

The NCC works with residential park owners to ensure
they are compliant with the raft of new legislation which has
hit the statute books
NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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THE NCC – WORKING FOR
THE FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
NCC 3-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
The NCC Strategic Plan for the
period to June 2019 is being finalised
and will be submitted to the NCC’s
Board in May 2016. The plan balances
strategic input from the Board with
input from members. It looks first at
the major opportunities and challenges
that face the NCC over the coming
years. In 2016 the NCC will examine:
• Staff development - launching a
Workforce Strategy to boost wider
access to vital industry knowledge and
experience for the benefit of staff and
members alike
• Transforming NCC’s services
and processes - investing in next
generation IT systems and solutions,
work programme planning and
member communication systems
• Introducing a Customer Satisfaction
Framework – to help identify and
prioritise areas of concern from
members. This will allow the NCC to
address issues, adapt and shape services
to meet members’ changing needs
and better respond to their service
demands and challenges.

NCC APPROVED PRODUCT AND
CONSUMER CODE SCHEMES
The NCC will publish a technical
code of practice to address growing
habitational safety concerns with
camping pods and other alternative
holiday accommodation.
The new edition of the
BS 3632:2015 standard will be a
requirement of the NCC’s Product
Approval Scheme by 30 November
2016 at which point BS3632:2005 will
be withdrawn.

NCC Appoved Code
Scheme status will be mandated
as the membership standard across
all consumer facing member
businesses, and actively promoted
with stakeholders, industry and
enforcement agencies.

THE VOICE OF THE INDUSTRY
The NCC exists to be the voice of the industry,
supporting its members through effective lobbying and
representation across the UK and in Europe. It offers
the industry innovative networking opportunities,
comprehensive advice and effective promotion to both
trade and consumer. In 2016 the NCC will:
• develop its Primary Authority Co-ordinated
Partnership with Buckinghamshire and Surrey Trading
Standards to extend the range of Assured Advice as a key
member benefit
• issue a revised licence agreement for approved code
holiday park members taking advantage of contributions
from industry, enforcement agents and relevant
stakeholders
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• conclude work with the DVLA in relation to coding for
motorhomes
• conclude work with the Park Home Ministerial Working
Group in relation to the effectiveness of the new Mobile
Home legislation in England; monitor and respond to
recommendations following the economic survey of
the park home industry in Wales; continue to monitor
and input to changes and reviews of the mobile home
legislation in Scotland and the review of the Caravans Act
2011 in Northern Ireland
• work with European partners and UK government
agencies, to ensure the review of Whole Vehicle Type
Approval and General Safety Regulations update are
proportionate and of benefit to the industry and its
customers.

“

The NCC offers the industry innovative networking
opportunities, comprehensive advice and effective
promotion to both trade and consumer.
NCC EVENTS (NCCE)
NCCE runs two showcase events at
the NEC. With over 180,000 visitors,
they make the NCC one of the largest
exhibition organisers in the UK.
Following consultation, the NCC will
put forward a 3-year strategic plan for
its Events company, which will include
the positioning of both industry
consumer shows.
FREEDOM TO GO

Freedom to Go, the long-term
campaign to change perceptions and
raise awareness of leisure vehicle
holidays, will continue promotion of
the leisure vehicle proposition across
all its elements. Awareness will be
increased in new markets not currently
targeted by the industry. Building on
its first year, the campaign will engage
with newer, younger audiences to get
them on the metaphorical conveyor.

A BETTER TRAINED INDUSTRY

The NCC Training Academy aims
to position itself as the focal point
for comprehensive industry training
following the demise of CITO
in 2015.
The Academy will promote
excellence, best practice and
innovation in training, learning and
development in the UK caravan
industry. In 2016, the Academy
will continue to build a f lexible,
alternative and low cost training
portfolio, accessible all-year round and
specifically designed for the industry.
CRiS

2016 will see the execution of a
strategy to incentivise dealers to
increase both re-registrations of
pre-owned caravans and consumer
awareness (particularly amongst
those purchasing from non-dealers
e.g. via private sales online or
auctions) to grow the scheme and
increase consumer confidence.
VIN CHIP – IMPROVING SECURITY
Building on the success
of VIN Chip among
the UK industry and
consumers, VIN Chip
is now available for
retro-fitting to pre-2016 model year
caravans. Additional modifications
to the product will enable it to be
adopted within the wider trailer
industry, generating significant
interest from manufacturers and police
authorities throughout Europe.
NCC ANNUAL REVIEW 2015
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